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CD with the vibrations of the 7 new star planet.  

It is recommended that you only hear one or two sound combinations 
 

 

*CD VOL. 2 "The 7 star planet for the balance" 

The sounds and valuable information has been given for the Chantseminar by 2012. All 

participants have visited this planet in order to channel the specific service and support for 

the planet earth to integrate the vibrations and to learn healing. 

The sounds are the vibration of 7 new planets in our galaxy have come to bring balance 

and vibration information for the transition into the golden age. 

The highly evolved beings that inhabit this planet are in the service of Orion and Urania. 

The sounds are to be integrated for 7 weeks 1x a sound per week.  

For the treatment with clients it is recommended to make a connection to Orion and the soul of 

the client and to channel, which sound it needs. Or choose intuitively one or two sounds. Also 

used for stabilization of a treatment process. The sounds are for the sole purposes of self-

elevation, personal edification and self-exploration. 

I make no medical or psychological claims in regard to these audio files. If you are suffering 

from a medical or psychological condition, seek professional help. 

You, the listener, accept full responsibility and accountability for any and all life-changes that 

may occur as a result of interacting with this type of transformational material.  

If you transfer these CD to a personal listening device, do not listen to them in situations 

requiring alertness such as driving a car or operating machinery. 

 
About Irina Garbini 

Irina Garbini channels and chants for many years in the conscious connection with their soul, pure 

universal sound frequencies, the highest energies of specific dimensions, the Space Command, the level of 

the angels of healing sounds, the new Atlantis and the crystal pyramids. Your knowledge, your voice, your 

inner sight and hearing are the tools and instruments for these powerful universal healing sound patterns.  

 

Your personal Soul primordial sound 

On request, Irina Garbini chanting your own soul primordial sound as powerchant on a sound recording;  

* The strengthening their potential and supports you in your projects.  

* The strengthens the connection with their soul to be as soul-man here on earth  

All chants are connected to the earth energy sound of Mother Earth to make things real andbased on Earth. 

 
Agreement 

All recordings are copyrighted intellectual property. They are for your personal use only, to listen to. That means I offer them to 

you, the individual person, so long as they are used for your personal listening only. You may not post these audio files on any 

other site, personal or public, including You Tube, Facebook, Friendster, My Space, Your Space, Her Space, His Space, Its 

Space, or any other Internet site or media format without my written consent. You may not use these sounds as background for 

your own audio creations. If you do these types of things you are in violation of the law and, in my mind, basic ethics and 

common decency.I thank you for your understanding and acceptance of the spirit through which these sound meditations and 

lecture excerpts are being offered. 


